Law & Public
Practice
Academic course

Level of course unit: Master
ECTS: 5
Language of Instruction: English
Course Dates: tbd
Course will take place on site at the MCI in
Innsbruck
Learning Outcomes:
Students will be aware of the significance and
possible implications of the EU’s values (general
as well as health related ones) and the ‘cornerstone’ of human dignity in some selected fields of
public health. Students will be able to identify
possible challenges in the field of Assisted
Reproductive Technologies (ART) including
surrogacy. Students will be familiar with the EU’s
acquis on communicable disease control (CDC), both
in general, as well as with regard to the EU’s
values. Students can reflect the significance of
human dignity and the other EU values in the field
of new technologies and digitalization.

Course Contents:
EU institutions, decision making, sources etc How
to solve (health related) cases in the context of
the funda-mental freedoms Cross-border healthcare
vs. medical tourism Patient Rights Assisted
reproductive technologies (ART), including
surrogacy Stem cell patentability Communicable
diseases Knowledge into action I: the role of
evidence in policy Knowledge into action II: the
role of people, networks and interests in policy
Micro-level decision-making: the case of rationing
in the UK NHS The case of technology adoption Focus
on the Public-Private Partnerships framework as one
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of the legal tools to provide services of general
interest Analysis of nonprofit organizations in the
EU and US legal context Analysis of EU law and of
some of the ECJ decisions

Contact Person for registration:
internationalcentre@ulysseus.eu
Application Deadline: 15.10.2022
Available Spots: 3
Fee: EUR 20, 70 (Austrian Students’ Union Fee)
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The Ulysseus Action has received funding from the European Union’s Erasmus
+ Programme under the grant agreement No 101004050. The views and opinions
expressed in this communication are the sole responsibility of the authors
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the European Commission
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